
 

Cutting costs on packaging production lines

How efficient are your production processes? Even the best factories have a few weak links in the chain. Evaluating the
threats to production's bottom line and finding ways to address them is where Pyrotec PackMark can help.

Pyrotec PackMark has built its market knowledge and consultative approach by implementing a wide array of well-targeted
coding and labelling solutions for numerous industries. “We can adapt our offering to our customers’ specific needs and
deliver the right insights, technologies and support to help your packaging operations overcome increasing competitive
pressure, more complex operations and demanding retailer and regulatory mandates,” says Brandon Pearce, Pyrotec
PackMark’s general manager.

Review your equipment 

The right equipment can help you minimise packaging and purchasing costs, as well as reduce the risk of human error for
a faster, more reliable production line.

Pyrotec PackMark offers an extensive array of industry-leading labelling, coding and print and apply labelling equipment for
every step in the packaging chain. World-class machines for primary, secondary and tertiary coding and labelling
applications can help you to:
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Eliminate unnecessary printing materials
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Ongoing preventative and reactive maintenance 

For end-of-line packaging operations, efficient coding and labelling equipment are essential – no code means no product.

Pyrotec PackMark offers well managed reactive and preventative equipment maintenance plans, as well as expert, local
equipment suppliers who are not only well versed in the industries they serve but are also readily available with support and
assistance to service, install or fix equipment as required.

Pyrotec PackMark is fully invested in after-sales support and rapid response to breakdowns or technical challenges.
Evidence of this commitment can be seen by its multi-tiered approach that includes service level agreements (SLAs), on-
site service, and a dedicated 24/365 technical support helpline.

About Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a privately-owned South African company that specialises in providing innovative, top-quality product
identification solutions. The company’s extensive service offering includes on-pack product identification solutions –
including self-adhesive label systems, coding and labelling equipment – as well as financing, and cloud-based brand
protection, track and trace and consumer engagement services. Founded on a dedication to quality, operational reliability
and excellent service, the Cape Town-based company has a national footprint with centres in major cities across the
country. With more than 50 years of experience, Pyrotec has two brands operating under its ambit: Pyrotec PackMedia,
which includes Pyrotec PackVerifi; and Pyrotec PackMark, including Pyrotec Finance. This proudly independent company
is headed up by managing director, Rowan Beattie. For more information, visit www.pyrotec.co.za.
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Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a proudly South African company with its focus aimed firmly on the future. Its five brands -
Pyrotec PackMark, Pyrotec PackMedia, Pyrotec PackLink, Pyrotec PackWorx and Pyrotec Finance - make
this an industry-leading company that specialises in a comprehensive range of coding and labelling
equipment, on-pack informational and promotional devices, merchandising solutions, development and
manufacturing of automated systems for the packaging and manufacturing industry and making finance
options available to customers. Pyrotec's software offering ensures product integrity, optimises coding
activities, and helps secure centralised data management systems and label tracking systems.
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Improve packaging efficiency and through-put
Optimise uptime
Reduce the cost of rejected products
Monitor and manage your energy consumption
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